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Section - of -
Instructions for using this form
Principal Office
This form is intended as an example of a repository that holds the information required for a medical appraisal.  It has been designed with the appraisal meeting in mind, in a logical manner that mirrors how the appraisal conversation may flow. It is also intended as a practical demonstration of the information in the Medical Appraisal Guide: A guide to medical appraisal for revalidation in England, version 4 (NHS Revalidation Support Team, 2013 [reissued with updated hyperlinks September 2014]).
The MAG Model Appraisal Form User Guide (NHS England 2016) expands on the instructions below about how to use this form. This version of the form was updated in 2016 with an aim to improve its usability and enhance the appraisal outputs. It is now an annual form only.
ALL aspects of a medical practitioner’s role can be, and should be, detailed within this form, including clinical, managerial and academic work, research, private practice, locum work and voluntary roles. Your main focus throughout the appraisal process should be your reflection on both your activity and the outcomes as a result. For any supporting information you include, you are encouraged to consider this from a quality versus quantity perspective. 
Doctors should complete up to and including section 17 and submit the package of information to the appraiser by a mutually agreed date (which is usually at least two weeks before the appraisal). Sections 18, 19 and 20 will be completed during and immediately after the appraisal meeting by both the doctor and the appraiser.
How does the form work?
·    It is an interactive pdf which allows you to type information into boxes and upload documents into the form.
·    To navigate through the various sections you must either use the navigation bar down the left-hand side or use the ‘Previous section’    and    ‘Next section’     buttons at the end of each section.
·    Drop down boxes on each of the tables allow you to attach documents or log that you intend to provide a document separately. Documents are attached in the same way as you would attach a file to an email.
·    The maximum size of the form cannot exceed 10MB due to restrictions with many email servers. Section 15 lists all of the supporting information that you have said you will provide. In the case of attachments, it lists the size of each one and a running total of the space used for your information.
·    To be able to use the form, you will require at least version XI (eleven) of Adobe Reader installed on your computer/laptop, otherwise it may not be compatible and you may experience issues if you are not using the correct software. NB: Internet browser pdf readers:  If you are downloading this form from the internet, your computer may attempt to do so using your browser’s own pdf reader. This may occur even if you have the correct version of Adobe Reader installed on your computer, and depends on your computer’s settings. To overcome this, instead of clicking on the download link as usual, right-click the link, choose ‘Save target as’, and save the form to your hard drive. You should then be able to open the form from your hard drive using Adobe Reader.
Saving the form
·    The first time you use this form, you may wish to complete sections 3 and 4 and save this as your appraisal template to use each year, remembering to update relevant information in them where appropriate.
·    For each year’s appraisal, save your template with a different filename and then use the  Save form  buttons throughout the document to save your work as you go.
·    Clicking  Save form  activates Adobe's ‘Save As’ function which will ask you if you want to overwrite the current file. It is OK to do this - you do not need to save a new version every time.
·   You do not need to save on each page - the form will retain information when you pass from section to section, though it is good practice to save a copy at regular intervals.
·    Section 21 allows you to save, lockdown and print out the form. You can also print out a number of different section options, including an Appraisal Outputs Report (sections 3, 4, 18, 19 and 20), which can also be saved separately if you have a basic pdf converter/writing software available/installed on your computer (e.g. ‘CutePDF Writer’) via your printer settings/options. 
Submitting supporting information
·    Many file types can be uploaded as supporting information including Word and Excel documents, PowerPoint slides, pdfs and image files. Some file types may not be compatible with the form and if you try to upload one of these, a warning box will tell you that it is not possible.
·    Zip files and webpages cannot be uploaded.
·    Some files will be too large. These generally include previous full MAG forms, presentations that include a lot of graphics or some types of scanned documents. These can either be emailed to the appraiser separately by a secure means or submitted in hard copy format, in advance of the appraisal meeting – but again, please consider quality over quantity.
·    If you intend to provide any files separately you should still list them in the appropriate section, and comment on them.  Make sure you remember to click the LOG button in the table to ensure that this piece of supporting information is listed in the Section 15 cumulative table.
·    If you change your mind regarding an attachment, you will need to delete the row in the table and add a new one. You can copy and paste any text that you have written first, and then attach a new document.
·    If you wish to amend a document that you have already attached, do not click on ‘View’  and open the attachment from within the form. You must click ‘Remo ve’, amend the document from where it is originally filed, and reattach the amended version into the form.
Helpful hints
·    An asterisk (*) next to a question denotes that this field is compulsory and you will not be able to submit the form at the end unless it is completed.
·    The  ?  buttons provide more information about what should be included in each section or field. Many contain hyperlinks to further sources of information, which requires on-line connection.
·    Hovering the mouse over the numbers in the navigation bar at the side of each section will show you the name of each section, as listed in the contents page.
·    All text boxes expand so you can write as much as you like although some have restrictions on the amount of information you can add. You can also copy and paste information into them.
·    When adding rows to tables using the   +   button, be sure to complete your writing before adding the attachment or logging the supporting information.
·    Be careful when removing rows using the   -   button, you do not get a reminder, it will delete immediately! 
·    Content to be completed by the appraiser is shaded yellow and/or has a yellow frame around relevant boxes.
·    Do not email the form onwards using the Adobe Reader menu bar: ‘File’, ‘Send File…’, nor the ‘Send file as email attachment’ icon. This will result in a warning message and the form will not transfer as an attachment into your email application. You should instead save and close the form, open your email application and attach the form directly from where it is filed. 
Once you have completed all of the fields, the form can be transferred to your appraiser as per the process agreed within your designated body.
If you have any issues with the form, or queries about how to use it, you should contact the appropriate revalidation/appraisal lead in your designated body or your appraiser. 
Confidentiality and Information governance
You must take care to abide by local confidentiality, data security and information governance protocols when adding details into this form. In particular, you must remove all personally and patient identifiable data. If you are unable to do this for specific items of information, you should log the existence of the information in this form but provide the information itself separately to your appraiser.
Remember, you are providing this information primarily to your appraiser. After your appraisal is signed off, your responsible officer or other person with appropriately delegated authority will receive a copy of the form, specifically to read the appraisal outputs (the appraiser’s statements, the appraisal summary, and your personal development plan). Your responsible officer may also access the rest of this form and all of your supporting information (whether attached to this form or provided separately) when considering your fitness to practise (for your revalidation recommendation or in other circumstances) and for quality assurance purposes. Your responsible officer can provide you with more information about who may view your form and the circumstances under which they may do so.
Throughout the appraisal process, doctors and appraisers must adhere to local information governance protocols, particularly in relation to the sending of this form and any supporting information by appropriate email or other means and in relation to the storing/filing of this form and any supporting information in an appropriate place and for an appropriate length of time.
The template Medical Appraisal Guide (MAG) Model Appraisal Form was produced and published by NHS England. The intended use of this freely available resource is for doctors with a prescribed connection to NHS England to record their annual appraisal. NHS England controls the copyright in this template. As the template sets out the statutory requirement for what should be covered as part of a medical appraisal, it may be adopted by any doctor and or designated body as their appraisal vehicle, but NHS England cannot be held responsible for their appraisal, nor their appraisal in relation to the conduct of such doctors who do not have a prescribed connection to NHS England.
Section - of -
Personal details
Principal Office
You must enter the name of the principal responsible for training
Please ensure that you provide an email address and telephone number to allow your appraiser to contact you.
A 'designated body' is an organisation that employs or contracts with doctors and is designated in The Medical Profession (Responsible Officer) Regulations 2010.The types of designated bodies are listed in the legislation and include government departments, all NHS trusts and other bodies employing or contracting with a medical practitioner. Further information is available here.
For most doctors this is likely to be your main employer. For GPs, this will probably be the body on whose performers list you appear
A 'designated body' is an organisation that employs or contracts with doctors and is designated in The Medical Profession (Responsible Officer) Regulations 2010.The types of designated bodies are listed in the legislation and include government departments, all NHS trusts and other bodies employing or contracting with a medical practitioner. Further explanation can be found hereFor most doctors this is likely to be your main employer. For GPs, this will probably be the body on whose performers list you appear
You must enter details of the audit supervision at this office
* Medical qualifications, UK or elsewhere, including dates where appropriate
Your appraiser needs to understand how you carry out your scope of work, so please list your professional medical qualifications. For some roles, it may also be appropriate to list any experience gained through postgraduate diplomas, courses or other relevant programmes.
Qualification
Awarding body
Year
Add row
The appraisal year is recorded in financial years. Your appraisal discussion must take place before 31 March of your appraisal year. However, you may begin to prepare for your appraisal using this form at any time preceding your appraisal date. 
* Due date of next revalidation recommendation:
If you're not sure of your date, further information can be found here.
Are you a clinical academic who requires a second appraiser under the Follett principles?
Do you have your PDP in another format?
Do you have your PDP in another format?
The Follett review states that "universities and NHS bodies should work together to develop a jointly agreed annual appraisal and performance review process based on that for NHS consultants, to meet the needs of both partners".  That principle continues in medical appraisal and clinical academics will continue to participate in joint appraisal.  

If this situation applies to you, please select 'Yes' which will allow for a second appraiser to participate in this process. If you require a second appraiser for any other reason, please do not select this option, but note this in Section 14.
Section - of -
Scope of work
Principal Office
GMC and Academy  guidance states that you should record the scope and nature of all of your professional work in your whole practice medical appraisal. This should include all roles and positions for which a licence to practise is required, and should include work for voluntary organisations, work in private or independent practice and managerial, educational, research and academic roles. Further information can be found here.
As well as listing each of your roles you should describe the nature of your work in that role, and the governance arrangements within which you work in each role. You should upload any supportive information relating to your governance in a role such as in-post reviews/appraisals and personal objectives, under ‘Additional Information’ in your appraisal submission. If there is no formal governance in a role, you should make note of this fact, and comment on how you ensure your fitness to practise in that role, for example through activities such as self-review, peer review, self-directed learning and quality improvement.  
You should reflect on your overall scope of work, and in particular make reference to whether any conflicts exist within it which would require action on your part.
Please complete the following boxes to cover all work that you undertake. This should include work for voluntary organisations and work in private or independent practice and should include managerial, educational, research and academic roles. Please indicate how much time you are spending in each job or role. Depending on the nature of the work, if you are undertaking a lesser volume of work in an area you should take increasing care that the information you provide in this form is sufficient to demonstrate fitness to practise in that area.
 
Types of work should be categorised into:
•         clinical commitments
•         educational roles, including supervision, teaching, academic and research
•         managerial and leadership roles
•         any other role that requires you to hold a medical qualification / licence to practice
Examples of such roles include sports medicine, occupational health, ascetic practice, appraiser, voluntary roles etc. If in doubt, include it anyway - better to be over inclusive than under inclusive.
About ‘Job or role title’
The list of jobs/roles you create here will be available to pick from in subsequent tables. 
Where you may perform the same/similar role at different organisations, please list these separately. 
Organisation and contact details are important. Please include a name, email address, phone number of someone responsible for supervising your practice in this role.
Job or role title
Detail of work
(Including any changes since your last appraisal)
Year commenced
Organisation and contact details
Add row
Please describe here anything significant regarding the relationship between your various roles.
Describe here anything significant regarding the relationship between your various roles
Describe here anything significant regarding the relationship between your various roles
This is an opportunity for you to review the relationship between your roles and the steps you have taken to address these. Describe here any issues relating to conflicts of interests that you are managing and to flag with your appraiser. Also include here any complementary relationships.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section. 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Record of annual appraisals
Please provide the following information:
If this is your first appraisal, leave the date blank and tick the box.
Has the name of your appraiser / responsible officer / designated body changed since last year's appraisal?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Name of appraiser at last appraisal, if different:
Name of responsible officer at last appraisal, if different:
Name of designated body at last appraisal, if different:
Please attach a copy of last year’s appraisal summary if it is not already accessible to your appraiser and responsible officer (e.g. via a central database/management system).
Please also be mindful of file size when uploading documents. It is advisable to attach your Appraisal Outputs Report (via Section 21 from last year’s appraisal form), rather than the full form. If your summary is part of a larger document, it may be wise to print out the summary page, scan it and just upload that one section, or log it and provide it separately to your appraiser via Section 14:
Section - of -
Personal development plans and their review
You must enter details of the audit supervision at this office
Your personal development plan and progression towards achieving the actions you set yourself are an important discussion area at the appraisal meeting. Please use this space to describe your progress towards achieving the actions and goals set in your last appraisal.
If you already have this information in another format, you can upload a copy here:
If you do not have a reflection document or similar, please use this table to update your appraiser on your progress against each of the items listed in your last personal development plan.
This information should correspond with the information you entered in to last year’s appraisal in Section 18. You may wish to copy and paste that information here. 
The ‘Detail of item’ column should cover the following four areas: 1 Learning or development need; 2 Agreed action(s) or goal(s); 3 Timescale for completion; 4 How I intend to demonstrate success. 
You do not have to have achieved all your planned items, but if you have not completed one or more, it is important that you describe why this has occurred. It will be helpful to indicate if you wish to carry forward to next year’s PDP any items you have not completed.
About ‘Relevant job title or role’.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Detail of item (You may paste this information from the equivalent cell of your agreed PDP table from your last appraisal)
Review of progress on this item
Add row
If you would like to make any general comments to your appraiser about last year’s progress, or anything else that was discussed last year for progression this year, please do so here.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section. 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Continuing professional development (CPD)
Under the Audit Regulations, there must be majority control by holders of a UK AQ, EEA AQ and/or by other registered auditors/other EEA statutory auditors.
In this section you should provide a record of both formal and informal learning that has taken place since your last appraisal. A royal college certification of CPD compliance may be attached, where available.
You should also provide commentary on your learning in support of your professional activities as detailed in your scope of work. Further guidance on CPD as supporting information is available here.
Further guidance on the requirements of Good Medical Practice can be found here. 
Further information on the role of the medical royal colleges and faculties in revalidation, including links to each specialty can be found here.
This is the first type of supporting information doctors will use to demonstrate that they are continuing to meet the principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.  Please use the help bubble above to access more information on what you should be providing in this section.
Continuing professional development (CPD) is an essential part of a doctor’s career.  Your participation in CPD should reflect your entire scope of work, although it is not limited to this. This section allows you to document the CPD that you have participated since your last appraisal.
Are you a member of a royal college or faculty?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Do you have an annual certificate to show you have participated in college or faculty CPD?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Do you have a Royal College certificate to certify that you have complied with their requirements?
Please attach certificate and provide reflection in the table below:
Do you have a diary, summary or list of additional CPD activity that you have participated in?
Do you have your own record of CPD that you have participated in?
Do you have your own record of CPD that you have participated in?
Please attach record and provide reflection in the table below.
Do you have a diary, summary or list of CPD activity that you have participated in this year?
Do you have your own record of CPD that you have participated in?
Do you have your own record of CPD that you have participated in?
Please attach record and provide reflection in the table below.
Instead of, or in support of, the above attachments you can also record your CPD below. There is no need to duplicate what is written in your attachments.
Personal notes from CPD events are more useful attachments than certificates of attendance or PowerPoint presentations. The latter can be large and less informative to your appraiser and should be logged/provided separately. 
About ‘Relevant job title or role’.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Relevant role
Relevant role
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Credits
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Please use the box below to provide a commentary on how your CPD activities have supported the areas described in your scope of work and demonstrates that you are continuing to meet the requirements of Good Medical Practice.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Quality improvement activity
Give your best estimate of expected audit clients.
An audit client means any client on which a registered auditor gives an audit report as defined in schedule 1 to the Audit Regulations. Ignore all companies taking advantage of the audit exemption arrangements.

You should treat companies under common control as a single client when you answer this section.

Give your best estimate of each category of client in the appropriate space. Do not include companies registered outside the UK or Republic of Ireland.
For the purposes of revalidation, you will have to demonstrate that you regularly participate in activities that review and evaluate the quality of your work. Quality improvement activities could take many forms depending on the role you undertake and the work that you do. Examples of quality improvement activities include clinical audit, review of clinical outcomes, case review or discussion, monitoring and evaluation. This is also the place to detail any significant events or complaints that you were not named in but have learned from, or carried managerial responsibility for.
 
The medical royal colleges and faculties have provided guidance on the type of activity that would be most appropriate for doctors working in particular specialties or general practice. Many specialties have in place robust and validated quality measures, such as national specialty databases. If you are in specialist practice, you should consult your college or faculty guidance. Further information on the role of the medical royal colleges and faculties in revalidation, including links to each specialty can be found here.
 
Further guidance on quality improvement activity as supporting information is available here.
This is the second type of supporting information doctors will use to demonstrate that they are continuing to meet the principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.  Please use the help bubble above to access more information on what you should be providing in this section.
This is where you should demonstrate that you regularly participate in activities that review and evaluate the quality of your work. You should complete this in relation to your complete scope of work, including any clinical, academic, managerial, leadership and educational roles that you undertake.
 
Please detail below the quality improvement activities that you have undertaken or contributed to over the last year, including team-based activities where appropriate. 
GMC guidance 'Supporting information for appraisal and revalidation' (March 2011) states that when discussing quality improvement activity at your appraisal, the following areas should be considered: 
Active participation relevant to your work
You will need to demonstrate that you have actively participated in a quality improvement activity or a clinical audit relevant to your work. 
Evaluate and reflect on the results
You need to demonstrate that you have evaluated and reflected on the results of the activity or audit. This might be through reflective notes about the implications of the results on your work, discussion of the results at peer-supervision, professional development or team meetings and contribution to your professional development. 
Take action
You will need to demonstrate that you have taken appropriate action in response to the results. This might include the development of an action plan based on the results of the activity or audit, any change in practice following participation, and informing colleagues of the findings and any action required. 
Closing the loop  - demonstration of outcome or maintenance of quality
You should consider whether an improvement has occurred or if the activity demonstrated that good practice has been maintained. This should be through the results of a repeat of the activity or re-audit after a period of time where possible. 
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Date and brief description of activity provided  as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Please use the box below to provide a commentary on how your quality improvement activities have supported the areas described in your scope of work and demonstrates that you are continuing to meet the requirements of Good Medical Practice.
GMC guidance 'Supporting information for appraisal and revalidation' (March 2011) states that when discussing quality improvement activity at your appraisal, the following areas should be considered:Active participation relevant to your work 
You will need to demonstrate that you have actively participated in a quality improvement  ctivity or a clinical audit relevant to your work.Evaluate and reflect on the results 
You need to demonstrate that you have evaluated and reflected on the results of the activity or audit. This might be through reflective notes about the implications of the results on your work, discussion of the results at peer-supervision, professional development or team meetings and contribution to your professional development.Take action 
You will need to demonstrate that you have taken appropriate action in response to the results. This might include the development of an action plan based on the results of the activity or audit, any change in practice following participation, and informing colleagues of the findings and any action required.Closing the loop – demonstration of outcome or maintenance of quality 
You should consider whether an improvement has occurred or if the activity demonstrated that good practice has been maintained. This should be through the results of a repeat of the activity or re-audit after a period of time where possible.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Significant events
Connections
List any connected firm(s) registered for audit with, or applying for registration to, one of the three Institutes of Chartered Accountants or the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, or the Association of Authorised Public Accountants.
 
Connected firm - any practising firm which has one or more principals of your firm among its principals. 
The GMC states that a significant event (also known as an untoward, critical or patient safety incident) is any unintended or unexpected event, which could or did lead to harm of one or more patients. 
 
Further guidance on significant events as supporting information is available here. Please also ensure you are familiar with your organisation's local processes and agreed thresholds for recording incidents.
 
In primary care, significant event audit has evolved as an important tool in improving practice. Where these have been undertaken and don’t meet the GMC definition above, they could be included in Section 8 as supporting information for quality improvement activity.
 
Please note:
• You do not need to list any significant events where your only involvement was in the investigation.
• It is not the appraiser's role to conduct investigations into serious events. Organisational clinical governance systems and other management processes are put in place to deal with these situations.
• Please ensure you are familiar with your organisation's local processes and agreed thresholds for recording significant events.
• If you work in an environment in which the capturing and analysis of such events are not part of local procedures, you must still note and include all events which meet the definition above, whether or not this has been addressed in an official capacity.  
• It is acceptable for this section to be blank if no such events have occurred since your last appraisal.
Significant events are discussed as the third type of supporting information doctors will use to demonstrate that they are continuing to meet the principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.  Please use the help bubbles to access more information on what you should be providing in this section.
You must check all entities previously applied to
Please select one of the following:
Please select one of the following
Please select one of the following
This section is specifically for recording your personal involvement in significant events. The GMC defines these as ‘events which did or could have led to patient harm’. They include Serious Untoward Incidents (SUIs) and Serious Incidents Requiring Investigation (SIRIs) or their equivalent.  If you have not been named in any significant events but wish to share learning of some that you were aware of, or if you have carried managerial responsibility for any significant events, please record this under Section 8 Quality improvement activity. Please note: you do not need to include those where your only involvement was in the investigation of the significant event.
Attachments relating to significant events are generally not encouraged due to potential data protection issues. However if you wish to attach documents as reference, you may do so using the table below.
 
You are reminded that patients, colleagues and other third parties should not be identifiable. If in doubt, you should consult your organisation's information management guidance.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Relevant role
Relevant role
Date and brief description of activity provided  as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
The GMC states that you should discuss significant events involving you at appraisal with a particular emphasis on those that have led to specific change in practice or demonstrate learning.
Please use the box below to provide a commentary on how review of your significant events have supported the areas described in your scope of work and demonstrates that you are continuing to meet the requirements of Good Medical Practice.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Feedback from colleagues and patients
Contractual Or Other Arrangements
Colleague and patient feedback are the fourth and fifth types of supporting information doctors will use to demonstrate that they are continuing to meet the principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.  Please use the help bubbles to access more information on what you should be providing in this section.
As part of appraisal and revalidation, you should seek feedback from colleagues and patients and review and act upon that feedback where appropriate. Feedback will usually be collected using standard questionnaires that comply with GMC guidance.
  
The GMC state that you should seek this feedback in a formal manner consistent with their guidance at least once per revalidation cycle, normally every five years. This requirement constitutes a minimum and other sources of feedback, both formal and informal, can additionally be used to contribute to your reflection.
Have you undertaken any formal colleague feedback in keeping with GMC guidance since your last appraisal?
Are any copies of the colleague feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the colleague feedback reports available?
Please ensure any personal identifiable information is removed or redacted.
 
GMC guidance is for a minimum of one colleague survey, compliant with GMC requirements, about the individual doctor to be completed during each five-year revalidation cycle. Further guidance on feedback from colleagues and patients can be found here.
You are expected to reflect on the results of these surveys individually and with your appraiser and to identify lessons learned and changes to be made as a result.
If you have several different positions and roles in your scope of work, it may be appropriate for you to undertake separate colleague feedback exercises in more than one of these roles. This is partly because the design of one survey is typically structured towards a particular type of role, for example questionnaires designed for clinical and management settings may differ.
Please enter the date of your last colleague feedback:
If you're not sure of your date, you can check at GMC Online here.
If your responsible officer does not already hold a copy of this colleague feedback exercise, please also attach the feedback and describe your reflections in the table below. 
You may also use the table to record other less formal evidence of feedback that you wish to present.
If the date of your last formal colleague feedback exercise was before your last revalidation you may also wish to use the comment box below to describe your plans to meet this requirement before your next revalidation is due.
Please attach this colleague feedback and describe your reflections in the table below. 
You may also use this table to record other less formal evidence of feedback that you wish to present to your appraiser.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Have you undertaken any formal patient feedback in keeping with GMC guidance since your last appraisal?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Please ensure any patient and personally identifiable information is removed or redacted.
 
GMC guidance is for a minimum of one patient survey, compliant with GMC requirements, about the individual doctor to be completed during each five-year revalidation cycle. Further guidance on feedback from colleagues and patients can be found here.
You are expected to reflect on the results of these surveys individually and with their appraiser and to identify lessons learned and changes to be made as a result.
In keeping with views expressed by patients, this should be viewed as a minimum, and you may wish to present patient feedback, both formal and informal more frequently than this, in order to support your personal learning about improving your practice.
For doctors who have no patient contact the GMC comments: ‘You should assume that you do have to collect patient feedback, and consider how you can do so. We recommend that you think broadly about who can give you this sort of feedback. For instance, you might want to collect views from people who are not conventional patients but have a similar role, like families and carers, students, or even suppliers or customers’.
If you believe that patient feedback may not be necessary in your case but have not formally agreed this with your responsible officer, you should contact your appraiser to discuss this before you finalise your submission.
Please enter the date of your last patient feedback:
If you're not sure of your date, you can check at GMC Online here.
If your responsible officer does not already hold a copy of this patient feedback exercise, please also attach the feedback and describe your reflections in the table below. 
You may also use the table to record other less formal evidence of feedback that you wish to present.
If the date of your last formal patient feedback exercise was before your last revalidation you may also wish to use the comment box below to describe your plans to meet this requirement before your next revalidation is due.
Please attach this patient feedback and describe your reflections in the table below. 
You may also use this table to record other less formal evidence of feedback that you wish to present to your appraiser.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Please use the box below to provide a commentary on how your feedback from colleagues and patients has supported the areas described in your scope of work and demonstrates that you are continuing to meet the requirements of Good Medical Practice.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Review of complaints and compliments
Connections
List any connected firm(s) registered for audit with, or applying for registration to, one of the three Institutes of Chartered Accountants or the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, or the Association of Authorised Public Accountants.
 
Connected firm - any practising firm which has one or more principals of your firm among its principals. 
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Please ensure any personal/patient identifiable information is removed.
 
GMC guidance is that doctors must view complaints as another form of valuable patient feedback, from which learning and improvements to practice can be derived. Further guidance on feedback from colleagues and patients can be found here.
 
You must present all complaints in which you have been involved and which have been addressed at an organisational level (practice, departmental or higher).
 
Where you have not been involved in any complaints at an organisational level it may be acceptable for this section to be blank. However if you work in an environment in which there are no effective complaints procedures, you must remember that you have a professional duty to be receptive to complaints and to respond appropriately, and to present all complaints about your professional practice within this section. 
 
Bear in mind that the purpose of presenting a complaint at your appraisal is not to adjudicate on the substance of the complaint, but to provide an opportunity to reflect and develop insight and learning for your future practice.
 
If you have managerial responsibility for complaints in your organisation, you should present this, along with your reflection on your effectiveness in this regard within the Quality Improvement Activity section of your appraisal submission.
 
Academy guidance encourages the presentation of compliments at appraisal, as they too, provide a source of learning and reinforcement.
 
Due to data protection issues, the attaching of complaints and compliments to your appraisal submission is not encouraged. It is recommended that you refer to them and provide your reflection on them in your appraisal submission but provide any supporting documentation separately to your appraiser. 
Complaints and compliments are the sixth type of supporting information doctors will use to demonstrate that they are continuing to meet the principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.  Please use the help bubbles to access more information on what you should be providing in this section.
Complaints
Please select one of the following:
Please select one of the following
Please select one of the following
If you have not been involved personally in a complaint but wish to share learning of some that you were aware of, or if you have carried clinical or managerial responsibility for any complaints please record this under Section 8: Quality improvement activity.
Please provide a brief summary of the complaint(s) including your participation in the investigation and response and any actions taken.
Compliments
Compliments are another important piece of feedback.  You may wish to detail here any compliments that you have received to be discussed in your appraisal.
Attachments relating to complaints or compliments are generally not encouraged due to potential data protection issues however if you wish to attach documents as reference, you may do so using the table below.  You are reminded that patients, colleagues and other third parties should not be identifiable. If in doubt, you should consult your local organisation’s information management guidance.

Please also be mindful of attachment sizes and the limitations of this form.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Please use the box below to provide a commentary on how the review of your complaints and compliments has supported the areas described in your scope of work and demonstrates that you are continuing to meet the requirements of Good Medical Practice.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Achievements, challenges and aspirations
Connections
List any connected firm(s) registered for audit with, or applying for registration to, one of the three Institutes of Chartered Accountants or the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, or the Association of Authorised Public Accountants.
 
Connected firm - any practising firm which has one or more principals of your firm among its principals. 
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It is not required for you to write anything down in this section of your appraisal submission, but you should expect your appraiser to raise the subject with you and you have the option of a private conversation on these matters. This section arguably provides one of the clearest opportunities to ensure that the appraisal addresses the personal and professional needs of the doctor.
 
Having assembled and commented on your appraisal information to date it can help to pause in your preparation and organise your thoughts before making an entry in this section.
Whilst these topics are not mandatory for revalidation, it is important to have the opportunity to discuss with your appraiser your achievements over the past year, your aspirations for the future and any challenges you may currently be facing.  Appraisal is a formative process and therefore you are encouraged to discuss these topics. 
Achievements and challenges 
You can use this space to detail notable achievements or challenges since your last appraisal, across all of your practice.
Aspirations
You can use this space to detail your career aspirations and what you intend to do in the forthcoming year to work towards this.
Additional items for discussion
You can use this space to include anything additional that you would like to discuss with your appraiser.
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Probity and health statements
Please read and respond to the following statements:
Probity
If you are subject to any suspensions, restrictions or investigations, or if you have been asked to include specific information in your appraisal but you are not including this in your appraisal submission it is vital that you discuss this with your appraiser or responsible officer before finalising your appraisal submission. Failure to include such information without prior discussion could constitute a failure of probity which could call into question your fitness to practise.
 
Further guidance on the requirements of Good Medical Practice and a doctor's probity and health obligations with regards to revalidation can be found here.
"I declare that I accept the professional obligations placed on me in Good Medical Practice in relation to probity, including the statutory obligation on me to ensure that I have adequate professional indemnity for all my professional roles and the professional obligation on me to manage my interests appropriately."
If you feel that you are unable to make this statement for whatever reason, please explain why in the comment box below.
"In relation to suspensions, restrictions on practice or being subject to an investigation of any kind since my last appraisal:
If you have been suspended from any medical post, have restrictions placed on your practice or are currently under investigation by the GMC or any other body since your last appraisal, please declare this below.
Health
Academy guidance indicates that, when making a health declaration that you accept your professional obligations in this way, it is appropriate to consider any relevant specialty guidance, as certain specialties may have specific requirements in relation to health, such as immunisation and infection control procedures. Further guidance on making a health declaration can be found here.
Further guidance on the requirements of Good Medical Practice and a doctor's probity and health obligations with regards to revalidation are available here.
You must check all entities previously applied to
"I declare that I accept the professional obligations placed on me in Good Medical Practice about my personal health."
If you feel that you are unable to make this statement for whatever reason, please explain why in the comment box below.
If you would like to make any comments to your appraiser regarding any of these topics, please do so here.
Section - of -
Additional information
This page is for you to include:
•         any specific information that your organisation requires you to include in your appraisal (e.g. mandatory training records)
•         any information that is particular to your circumstance, which you do not feel belongs in any other section e.g. your job plan, appraiser
         performance review information, appraisal in other organisations, if you wish to do so. 
This additional information may or may not form part of the information needed for revalidation.
Have you been requested to bring specific information to
your appraisal by your organisation or responsible officer?
Do you have your PDP in another format?
Do you have your PDP in another format?
In many settings there are specific items which the responsible officer may agree with doctors are expected, and should be presented at appraisal, with reflection. Where such items are defined, they should be listed in this section. The information itself should then be set out in the relevant section to which it pertains. 
You should indicate in this section whether or not you have been specifically asked to present any information in your appraisal submission, with your reflection on these or an explanation of why you have not presented them.
 
These specific items may relate to the clinical specialty and originate from, for example, College specialty guidance. Further information on College specialty guidance can be found here. Alternatively they may originate from local priorities identified by the responsible officer or elsewhere in the system. They may include any of the categories of supporting information (CPD, quality improvement, significant events, complaints, feedback from colleagues and patients). They may also relate to matters of health and probity as well as other professional matters. They may be defined as expected for groups of doctors, or they may be agreed individually between a doctor and their responsible officer.
Please list below what you have been requested to include, before either entering the information itself in the relevant section of this form or in the following table, as appropriate.
Please upload this information into the table below and describe what you have included.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Date and brief description of activity provided as supporting information
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Outcome of learning and reflection / action taken and next steps
Supporting information location
Attachment
Add row
Appraiser's comments
'Appraiser's comments' boxes appear at the end of a number of sections in this form. Appraisers are encouraged to record their comments here, which are transcribed verbatim into the summary in Section 19. Appraisers should therefore construct their comments accordingly. Please note if you edit the text again in Section 19, it will automatically change the text in the corresponding section.
 
Comments should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work.
Section - of -
Supporting Information
Submit a copy of your firm’s Professional Indemnity Insurance policy schedule with this application.
The following is a self-populating list of all of the documents that you have attached within this form, agreed to email to your appraiser in advance or provide in hard copy format.  If you cannot see a particular item in this list, go back to the section and check the document attached, or that you clicked the ‘Log’ button to add a listing to this table. 
Please be mindful of attachment sizes. Scroll down to the bottom of the table to see the total size of attachments in this form; please ensure it is under 10MB to enable easy file transfer. 
Should you wish to add any further documentation or delete any attachments, please return to the appropriate section.
Relevant job title or role
Details
Size (MB)
Attachment
 Total attachments:
Section - of -
Review of GMC Good Medical Practice domains
Info text here
In preparation for your appraisal you should consider how you are meeting the requirements of Good Medical Practice. This reflection will help you and your appraiser to prepare for your appraisal and will help your appraiser summarise the appraisal discussion.
Domain 1: Knowledge, skills and performance
Domain 1. Knowledge, skills and performance - has three attributes
1.1 Maintain your professional performance
1.2 Apply knowledge and experience to practice
1.3 Ensure that all documentation (including clinical records) formally recording your work is clear, accurate and legible
Domain 2: Safety and quality
Domain 2. Safety and quality - has three attributes
2.1 Contribute to and comply with systems to protect patients
2.2 Respond to risks to safety
2.3 Protect patients and colleagues from any risk posed by your health
Domain 3: Communication, partnership and teamwork
Domain 3. Communication, partnership and teamwork - has three attributes
3.1 Communicate effectively
3.2 Work constructively with colleagues and delegate effectively
3.3 Establish and maintain partnerships with patients
Domain 4: Maintaining trust
Domain 4. Maintaining trust - has three attributes
4.1 Show respect for patients
4.2 Treat patients and colleagues fairly and without discrimination
4.3 Act with honesty and integrity
General comment, context, readiness for revalidation
You may also wish to jot down ideas to include in your PDP here, or if you prefer, draft these straight into the PDP table on Section 18 for discussion and refinement with your appraiser when you meet.
Your appraiser will comment on this area as part of their summary in Section 19.
Section - of -
Appraisal checklist
Give your best estimate of expected audit clients.
An audit client means any client on which a registered auditor gives an audit report as defined in schedule 1 to the Audit Regulations. Ignore all companies taking advantage of the audit exemption arrangements.

You should treat companies under common control as a single client when you answer this section.

Give your best estimate of each category of client in the appropriate space. Do not include companies registered outside the UK or Republic of Ireland.
You have now reached the last section before your appraisal meeting. This form should have steered you through all the necessary stages so that your submission is complete. However, you might like to use the checklist on this page as a final step, to confirm that you have covered all the aspects that your appraiser will be looking for in order to sign off your appraisal.
General
Check to confirm
Check to confirm
What this checklist is for – background
Medical appraisal has four purposes1:
1.         To allow you to demonstrate your fitness to practise for revalidation
2.         To help you enhance the quality of your work by planning your professional development
3.         To help you consider your own needs
4.         To help you work productively and in line with your organisation. 
By submitting your appraisal portfolio two weeks in advance, the first and fourth purposes can largely be completed before the appraisal, creating greater scope to focus on personal and professional developments to improve your practice when you meet your appraiser.  
Revalidation has been designed in such a way that, as a professional, you provide the first level of assurance of your fitness to practise in the form of your appraisal submission. You should therefore only finalise your submission to your appraiser when you are confident that it provides this assurance.  
The checklist to which these explanatory notes refer aims to help you with this. Founded on GMC guidance2, it addresses the essential requirements of a satisfactory appraisal portfolio. It also indicates where College and other professional body guidance are relevant3,4, as well as where local processes might also define certain expected aspects of your submission.
The information which comprises the appraisal inputs falls into five headings:
1.         Personal information
2.         Scope and nature of work
3.         Supporting information
4.         Review of previous personal development plan 
5.         Achievements, challenges and aspirations
This checklist helps you to consider each category based on existing guidance and current thinking since that guidance was written.  
You should find it helpful to review your appraisal submission using this checklist as a final step before submitting it for review by your appraiser.
Where you are uncertain about any of the parameters listed, you can refer to these explanatory notes by using the help symbol to the right of the item on the checklist. If you remain uncertain, you should contact your appraiser for advice before you finalise your submission.
Further information can be found here
1, 2, 3, 4
Previous appraisal record – submitted
Tick if: 
I have provided my last appraisal summary. 
Scope of work – completed, with reflection, including governance arrangements and conflicts of interest
Tick if:  
I have listed the organisations and locations where I have undertaken work as a licensed medical practitioner in the interval since my last appraisal, and provided a comprehensive description of the scope and nature of my practice.
(GMC and Academy2,4 guidance states that you should record the scope and nature of all of your professional work. This should include all roles and positions for which a licence to practise is required, and should include work for voluntary organisations, work in private or independent practice and managerial, educational, research and academic roles. 
Full and accurate declaration of their full scope of work has become recognised as a vital factor in supporting the rest of the process. This is because assessment of the rest of the doctor's supporting information requires the appraiser to be fully informed about all the work the doctor is doing in order to judge that, in the round, the doctor's supporting information reflects that the doctor is keeping up to date and fit to practise in all of their professional roles.
Types of work may be categorised into: 
• Clinical commitments 
• Educational roles, including academic and research 
• Managerial and leadership roles 
• Any other roles. 
As well as listing each your roles you should describe the nature of your work in that role, and the governance arrangements within which you work in each role. You should upload any supportive information relating to your governance in a role such as in-post reviews/appraisals and personal objectives, under ‘Additional Information’ in your appraisal submission. If there is no formal governance in a role, you should make note of this fact, and comment on how you ensure your fitness to practise in that role, for example through activities such as self-review, peer review, self-directed learning and quality improvement.  
You should reflect on your overall scope of work, and in particular make reference to whether any conflicts exists within it which would require action on your part. 
Further information can be found here
2, 4
Reflection – present throughout submission
Tick if:  
I have reflected adequately on all the sections of my preparation. 
(The GMC requires you to reflect on your supporting information and this is supported by Academy guidance4 (Figure 1).
 
 
 
 
Put simply you are expected to explain the relevance of the presented information to your practice and describe the actions you have taken or plan to take as a result. 
In greater depth it may include a description of how you have shared, or plan to share, the learning with colleagues or changed, or plan to change, relevant systems). 
Figure 1: Academy guidance on reflection
‘Reflection is a common theme running through the supporting information and the appraisal discussion. It should not be a complex or time-consuming process, and essentially involves considering each element of the supporting information, thinking about what you have learned and documenting how this learning has influenced your current and future practice’4
Further information can be found here
4
Confidentiality – identifiable information removed/redacted
Tick if:  
I have removed or redacted all patient and staff personal identifiable information or there is no such information to remove or redact5.
(You must take care to ensure that your whole appraisal submission is free from patient and staff personal identifiable information. In particular, due to data protection issues, the attaching of original material from significant events, complaints and compliments to your appraisal submission is not encouraged. It is recommended that you refer to them and provide your reflection on them in your appraisal submission but provide any supporting documentation separately to your appraiser.)
Further information can be found here
5
Supporting information
Personal details – completed and up to date
Tick if you have, as a minimum, provided:
·         your name
·         your GMC number
·         your medical and professional qualifications
·         your contact details. In practice this means:
o         a working postal address 
o         a working e-mail address 
o         a working telephone number, whether land line or mobile.
                           In this context ‘working’ means one from which you will respond in a timely manner to correspondence or calls received.
Your personal details must be updated as they change, and reviewed no less frequently than at each appraisal.
Overall – supporting information matches my scope of work
Tick if:  
I am confident that there is a good breadth to my supporting information and this allows me to assure my fitness to practise in all areas in which I am professionally active. Where there may be gaps I have highlighted these in my submission for discussion at my appraisal. 
(Whilst you may not always present a full suite of supporting information for every role that you do at every appraisal (Figure 2), you should be able to make the case that your supporting information gives sufficient broad assurance of your fitness to practise, over a revalidation cycle.
 
 
 
This may require some consideration and professional judgement. For example if you are active in front line clinical service, you would be expected to include a significant amount of clinical CPD in your appraisal submission every year, but if your scope of work includes being a referee for a medical journal, you may undertake a lesser volume of CPD in that role over a longer than annual cycle. For some roles it may be legitimate to provide more supporting information in some years and less in another, and you might refer to this in your commentary on that role.
It is good practice to refer to this issue in each appraisal, and to review your supporting information across your full scope of work with your appraiser as your revalidation cycle progresses. This will help ensure that you do not suddenly find that you need to provide a large amount of supporting information across several roles in the year prior to your revalidation.
If this is your last appraisal prior to your revalidation date and you are in any doubt that your supporting information gives broad assurance of this nature it is advisable that you discuss this with your appraiser prior to finalising your submission.)
Further information can be found here
4
Figure 2: Academy of Medical Royal Colleges on matching supporting information to scope of work
‘Although the supporting information brought to appraisal for revalidation should cover the whole scope of a doctor’s practice, this coverage does not have to take place every year of the five year cycle. It is permissible for a doctor to concentrate on specific areas of practice each year, and then to discuss with their appraiser how and when the remaining areas will be covered during the five-year cycle.’4
Review of last year’s PDP – present
Tick if:  
I have provided my PDP from my last appraisal and commented on my progress with each item.
(You do not have to have achieved all your planned items, but if you have not completed one or more it is important that you describe why this has occurred. It will be helpful to indicate if you wish to carry forward to next year’s PDP any items you have not completed.)
CPD – listed, compliant with guidance, with reflection
Tick if: 
My listed Continuing Professional Development (CPD) meets the GMC requirements, it takes into account College and other relevant guidance and it covers my whole scope of work (see advice under ‘Overall – supporting information matches my scope of work’, above). I have reflected on my CPD.
(Your CPD must meet the GMC requirements, take into account College and other relevant guidance and cover the doctor’s whole scope of work.
It is important to reflect on individual activities of CPD as you do each one, and most CPD recording vehicles include this as standard. It is also important that, in preparation for your appraisal, you review your CPD ‘in the round’, and comment on how effective it has been in helping you remain up to date and fit to practise in all your professional roles.
 Tick if: 
Doctors should approach their training requirements proactively. Initiatives to facilitate this are welcome and the sharing of good practice in this area is to be encouraged. While prime responsibility for your personal learning rests with you, bearing in mind the shared responsibilities described in Section , the organisation also has a role in supporting your learning. Such activities might include, but are not restricted to:
•         providing relevant structured training for new doctors 
•         providing vehicles such as e-learning
•         facilitating team protected training
•         supporting learning based on case discussions, complaints and significant events
•         developing benchmarking data/audits etc. to prompt individual and team peer review
•         nurturing champions for appropriate clinical areas
•         analysing learning needs identified via appraisal and other means, and providing suitable training as a result.  
It should therefore be clear that a broad and imaginative approach to CPD is to be encouraged. Volume, content, format (be it externally provided or self-directed) or indeed timing of CPD is not specified in the GMC guidance. Specialty guidance offers a degree of detail additional to GMC guidance and if you are a doctor practising within the remit of a College or other appropriate professional body you should take note of this. In practise the volume, content, type of delivery and timing of CPD activity must be individually tailored to your specific needs and interests in the context of your scope of work. As noted in the GMC’s guidance, CPD should focus on outcomes or outputs rather than on inputs and a ‘time-served’ approach.
In addition to the above, how your meet your learning needs will depend on your preferred ways of learning, the objectives of the learning and the opportunities available. 
If you are planning to undertake ‘non-traditional’ learning activities you may find it helpful to discuss this with the person with clinical governance responsibility in your place of work, your appraiser or your responsible officer, to ensure that the planned activity is legitimate and as effective for you as possible.
Mandatory training
An organisation may specify training activities for its employees. These are commonly referred to as ‘mandatory training’ and may include, while not being limited to: equality and diversity training, information governance, fire training and manual handling. Such activities are commonly contractually specified. While they may or may not relate directly to your professional duties, the activities usually fall under the umbrella of CPD, and completion can be seen broadly in the context of the GMC domains of ‘Good Medical Practice’. 
You should therefore undertake any mandatory training to which you are contractually committed, unless you obtain exemption from the organisation. Whilst items of mandatory training may therefore be part of the agreed expected information for appraisal it should be recognised that the purpose of including them is primarily to prompt your reflection. The function of confirming that the activities have been completed rests with the governance processes of the organisation.)
Quality improvement activities – listed, compliant with guidance, with reflection
Tick if: 
My listed quality improvement activities meet the GMC requirements, take into account College and other relevant guidance and cover my whole scope of work (see advice under ‘Overall – supporting information matches my scope of work’, above). I have reflected on my quality improvement activities.
(The quality improvement activities listed by a doctor must meet these GMC requirements (Figure 3). A doctor should also take into account College and other relevant guidance and consider the quality improvement activities they are presenting in the context of their whole scope of work (as described above). The doctor must reflect on their quality improvement activities.
 
 
 
 
 
It is important that, in preparation for their appraisal, the doctor reviews their quality improvement activities ‘in the round’, and comments on how effective they have been in helping the doctor remain up to date and fit to practise in all their professional roles.
For the purpose of illustration, examples of activities which are acceptable within this category include but are not limited to:
         ·         Case reviews
         ·         Clinical data collection exercises
         ·         Reviews of clinical outcomes 
         ·         A quality improvement data exercise or audit (group or personal) 
Whilst there is clear benefit to undertaking personal activities in this area, the GMC does not require quality improvement activities to be individually driven by the doctor. Activities undertaken within a team, practice, department, organisation or nationally may all qualify for reflection in this category.In all examples, the consistent requirements are that the doctor is able to analyse the data presented, identify its relevance to their practice and indicate actions which they have taken or plan to take as a result.)
Figure 3: GMC requirements on quality improvement activities
‘You will have to demonstrate that you regularly participate in activities that review and evaluate the quality of your work. Quality improvement activities should be robust, systematic and relevant to your work. They should include an element of evaluation and action, and where possible, demonstrate an outcome or change.
Quality improvement activities could take many forms depending on the role you undertake and the work that you do. If you work in a non-clinical environment, you should participate in quality improvement activities relevant to your work.’2
Further information can be found here
2
Significant events (also known as untoward or critical incidents): all unintended or unexpected events, which could have or did lead to harm of one or more patients – listed, with reflection, or confirmed none to include
Tick if:  
I have included all such events in which I have been involved since my last appraisal submission. 
(You must present all events meeting the GMC definition (Figure 4), with reflection, or confirm that there are none to include, as part of your appraisal submission.
 
 
In many well led services there are processes for capturing events of this nature. At a more formal level these include Serious Untoward Incidents (SUI) or Serious Incidents Requiring Investigation (SIRI); at a more local level they include untoward or critical incidents. Other sources also exist, such as Coroner reports. In locations where there are well developed systems, you may need to make a judgement about which events to present in this section, depending on the degree of harm/potential for harm and whether your involvement was central or peripheral. While it is good practice to present reviews of events from which you have derived learning but which may not meet the GMC definition or in which your involvement was peripheral, it is more appropriate to place these in the Quality Improvement Activities section. The Quality Improvement Activities section is also the more suitable section to submit events with a positive outcome.
If you work in an environment in which the capturing and analysis of such events are not part of local procedures, you must still note and include all events which meet the GMC definition above, whether or not this has been addressed in an official capacity.
It is acceptable for you not to list any events in this section if none meeting the GMC definition have occurred since your last appraisal, but if this is the case you should positively indicate that there are none, in the interests of clarity. Your appraiser may also explore with you the effectiveness of your processes for identifying significant events.
If you have managerial responsibility for significant events in your organisation, you should present this, along with your reflection on your effectiveness in this regard within the Quality Improvement Activities section of your appraisal submission.
The direct attaching of original material from significant events to your appraisal submission is not encouraged as the nature of such material often makes true anonymisation difficult. It is recommended that you refer to them and provide your reflection in your appraisal submission but provide any supporting material separately to your appraiser.)
Figure 4: GMC definition of significant events
‘all unintended or unexpected events, which could have or did lead to harm of one or more patients’2
Further information can be found here
2
Feedback from colleagues – submitted, with reflection, or date last submitted
Tick if:  
I have included a formal colleague feedback exercise in keeping with GMC and relevant College or other guidance and reflected on the results,
or
I have already presented a formal colleague feedback exercise in this revalidation cycle and recorded the date that this was completed in this appraisal submission,
or
I have not yet completed a formal colleague feedback exercise in this revalidation cycle, but have pointed this out in my appraisal submission for discussion with my appraiser5. 
(GMC guidance2 is for a minimum of one colleague survey, compliant with GMC requirements6, about the individual doctor to be completed during each five-year revalidation cycle2. You are expected to reflect on the results of these surveys individually and with your appraiser and to identify lessons learned and changes to be made as a result.
If you have several different positions and roles in your scope of work, it may be appropriate for you to undertake separate colleague feedback exercises in more than one of these roles. This is partly because the design of one survey is typically structured towards a particular type of role, for example questionnaires designed for clinical and management settings may differ. You should also consider whether the survey(s) you are using ensure you have obtained feedback from sufficient numbers and categories of colleagues across your full scope of work.)
Further information can be found here
2, 5, 6
Feedback from patients – submitted, with reflection, or date last submitted, or confirmation not necessary (agreed by responsible officer)
Tick if: 
I have included a formal patient feedback exercise in keeping with GMC and relevant College or other guidance and reflected on the results,
or
I have already presented a formal patient feedback exercise in this revalidation cycle and recorded the date that this was completed in this appraisal submission,
or
I have not yet completed a formal patient feedback exercise in this revalidation cycle, but have pointed this out in my appraisal submission for discussion with my appraiser7,
or
I have agreed with my responsible officer that patient feedback is not appropriate in the context of my scope of work, and have noted this in my appraisal submission. 
(GMC guidance is for a minimum of one patient survey, compliant with GMC requirements, about the individual doctor to be completed during each five-year revalidation cycle2. You are expected to reflect on the results of these surveys individually and with their appraiser and to identify lessons learned and changes to be made as a result.
In keeping with views expressed by patients, this should be viewed as a minimum, and you may wish to present patient feedback, both formal and informal more frequently than this, in order to ensure you obtain feedback from sufficient numbers and categories of patients across your full scope of work, and to support your personal learning about improving your practice most effectively.
For doctors who have no patient contact the GMC comments: ‘You should assume that you do have to collect patient feedback, and consider how you can do so. We recommend that you think broadly about who can give you this sort of feedback. For instance, you might want to collect views from people who are not conventional patients but have a similar role, like families and carers, students, or even suppliers or customers’.
If you believe that patient feedback may not be necessary in your case but have not formally agreed this with your responsible officer, you should contact your appraiser to discuss this before you finalise your submission.)
Further information can be found here
2, 7
Complaints and compliments – all complaints listed, with reflection, or confirmed none to include. Compliments listed (optional), with reflection
Tick if:  
I have included all complaints in which I have been involved, with reflection. I have listed any compliments which I wish to present, with reflection.
(GMC guidance encourages doctors to view complaints as a form of valuable patient feedback, from which learning and improvements to practice can be derived2. You must present all complaints in which you have been involved and which have been addressed at an organisational level (practice, departmental or higher). Academy guidance encourages the presentation of compliments at appraisal, as they too provide a source of learning and reinforcement.
Where you have not been involved in any complaints at an organisational level it may be acceptable for this section to be blank. However if you work in an environment in which there are no effective complaints procedures, you must remember that you have a professional duty to be receptive to complaints and to respond appropriately, and to present all complaints about your professional practice within this section. 
Bear in mind that the purpose of presenting a complaint at your appraisal is not to adjudicate on the substance of the complaint, but to provide an opportunity to reflect and develop insight and learning for your future practice.
If you have managerial responsibility for complaints in your organisation, you should present this, along with your reflection on your effectiveness in this regard within the Quality Improvement Activity section of your appraisal submission.
The attaching of original material from complaints and compliments to your appraisal submission is not encouraged as the nature of such material often makes true anonymisation difficult. It is recommended that you refer to them and provide your reflection in your appraisal submission but provide any supporting material separately to your appraiser.)
Further information can be found here
2
Achievements, challenges and aspirations – completed (optional – may be raised verbally at appraisal)
Tick if:  
I have reflected on my professional achievements, challenges and aspirations and considered whether I wish to discuss any of these with my appraiser. 
(You are encouraged to reflect on your professional achievements, challenges and aspirations and consider whether you wish to discuss any of these with your appraiser at each appraisal.
It is not required for you to write anything down in this section of your appraisal submission, but you should expect your appraiser to raise the subject with you and you have the option of a private conversation on these matters. This section arguably provides one of the clearest opportunities to ensure that the appraisal addresses the personal and professional needs of the doctor.
Having assembled and commented on your appraisal information to date it can help to pause in your preparation and organise your thoughts before making an entry in this section.)
Probity declaration – completed; suspensions, restrictions or investigations – listed if present, with reflection
Tick if:  
I have made a declaration that I accept the professional obligations placed on me in Good Medical Practice in relation to probity and considered whether there are any matters in relation to probity which I wish to discuss with my appraiser. This includes recognition that I accept the statutory obligation to ensure that I have adequate and appropriate medical insurance or indemnity covering my full scope of work in the UK8, and the professional obligation to manage my interests appropriately. 
I have confirmed whether I have any suspensions, restrictions or investigations to declare and given details of these if they are present, with my reflection for discussion at appraisal. 
(You must also confirm whether you have any suspensions, restrictions or investigations to declare and give details of these if they are present, with your reflection for discussion at appraisal.
Bear in mind that the purpose of presenting these at your appraisal is not to adjudicate on them, but to provide an opportunity to reflect and develop insight and learning for your future practice.
If you are subject to any suspensions, restrictions or investigations, or if you have been asked to include specific information in your appraisal, but you are not including this in your appraisal submission, it is vital that you discuss this with your appraiser or responsible officer before finalising your appraisal submission. Failure to include such information without prior discussion could constitute a failure of probity which could call into question your fitness to practise.)
Further information can be found here
8
Health declaration – completed
Tick if:  
I have made a health declaration that I accept the professional obligations placed on me in Good Medical Practice about my personal health and considered whether there are any matters in relation to my health which I wish to discuss with my appraiser.
(Academy guidance4 indicates that, when making a health declaration, you accept your professional obligations in this way, it is appropriate to consider any relevant specialty guidance, as certain specialties may have specific requirements in relation to health, such as immunisation and infection control procedures.)
Further information can be found here
4
Additional information – listed, or confirmed none expected, or explanation why absent
Tick if:  
I have indicated whether I have been asked to present any specific information in my appraisal submission. 
Where I have, I have included this information in my submission, with my reflection for discussion at appraisal.
or
I have not been asked to present any specific information in my appraisal submission.
(In many settings there are specific items which the responsible officer may agree with doctors are expected, and should be presented at appraisal, with reflection. Where such items are defined, they should be listed in this section. The information itself should then be set out in the relevant section to which it pertains. 
You should indicate in this section whether or not you have been specifically asked to present any information in your appraisal submission, with your reflection on these or an explanation of why you have not presented them. 
These specific items may relate to the clinical specialty and originate from, for example, College specialty guidance3. Alternatively they may originate from local priorities identified by the responsible officer or elsewhere in the system. They may include any of the categories of supporting information (CPD, quality improvement, significant events, complaints, feedback from colleagues and patients). They may also relate to matters of health and probity as well as other professional matters. They may be defined as expected for groups of doctors, or they may be agreed individually between a doctor and their responsible officer.)
Further information can be found here
3
Review of GMC ‘Good Medical Practice’ domains – completed
Tick if:
I have reviewed all of my supporting information in the context of the GMC Good Medical Practice domains9 and provided written reflection for discussion at my appraisal.
Further information can be found here
9
New PDP ideas – listed (optional – may be raised verbally at appraisal)
Tick if: 
I have considered whether to record some ideas for my PDP for discussion at my appraisal. 
(It is not required for you to do this but it can be helpful; evidence indicates that a doctor who takes control of their PDP is more likely to make progress with fulfilling it.  You may wish to sketch out your ideas in the following section to discuss with your appraiser.)
(A printable version of the checklist, including all of the helptext can be found here) 
“I confirm that I have completed this form and compiled the supporting information listed in Section 15 to support this appraisal. I am responsible for the contents and confirm that it is appropriate for this information to be shared with my appraiser and responsible officer.”
This is the final page of the pre-appraisal portion of this form. Once all pre-appraisal sections have been completed, please ensure that this form and any additional information that you have said you will supply separately, is passed to your appraiser in accordance with your organisation’s guidelines for appraisal.
 
Do not email the form onwards using the Adobe Reader menu bar: ‘File’, ‘Send File…’, nor the ‘Send file as email attachment’ icon. This will result in a warning message and the form will not transfer as an attachment into your email application. You should instead save and close the form, open your email application and attach the form directly from where it is filed. 
 
Sections 18, 19 and 20 will be completed during and after the appraisal meeting in conjunction with your appraiser.
 
If this is your final appraisal prior to your revalidation date and you are in any doubt that your supporting information from all of your appraisals since your last revalidation is sufficient to support a recommendation by your responsible officer, it is advisable that you discuss this with your appraiser or your responsible officer prior to finalising your submission. 
Section - of -
The agreed personal development plan
You may wish to list some ideas in this section which can be discussed and agreed at the appraisal discussion. 
The personal development plan is an itemised list of your key development objectives for the coming year. Important areas to cover include actions to maintain skills and levels of service to patients, actions to develop or acquire new skills and actions to improve existing practice. 
• Relevant role - if the agreed action or goal does not apply specifically to one particular role, select 'Cross-role'.
• Learning or development need; Agreed action(s) or goal(s); Timescale for completion should detail your learning need and how this will be addressed how you and your appraiser have agreed this need will be addressed, such as the actions you will take and the resources required. There are several models for approaching the construction of a PDP item. The most well-known of these is SMART – the item should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely. It is particularly helpful to include in your description the date by which you aim to have completed the item.
• How do I intend to demonstrate success that the action or goal has been addressed. Detail how you will evaluate whether participation in this action/goal actually did result in changes and how you intend to change your practice as a result of this activity. 
You may wish to copy and paste this information into Section 6 of next year’s appraisal.
The personal development plan is a record of the agreed personal and/or professional development needs to be pursued throughout the following year, as agreed in the appraisal discussion between the doctor and the appraiser.
About 'Relevant job title or role'.
This list is created from your entries in the ‘Scope of Work’ table in Section 4. Select one, or choose ‘Cross role’ if the item is relevant to more than one of your roles.
Relevant job title or role
Detail of item (should be short and concise)
Add row
Section - of -
Summary of the appraisal discussion
Info text here
The appraisal summary should include:
• an overview of the supporting information and the doctor's accompanying commentary.
• a comment on the extent to which the supporting information relates to all aspects of the doctor's scope of work. 
For the four domains of Good Medical Practice, the help bubbles below remind you of the attributes related to each domain. 
The Good Medical Practice Framework for Appraisal and Revalidation (GMC, 2011) contains useful examples of principles and values for the different attributes. Further information can be found here.
The appraiser must record here a concise summary of the appraisal discussion, which should be agreed with the doctor, prior to both parties signing off the document.
Appraiser’s review of portfolio 
The appraiser should review sections 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14 and either insert their summary comments in the appropriate box at the end of each of those sections or here (the boxes below correspond with the individual appraiser comments boxes in each of the above sections and will mirror each other).
Scope of work (Section 4)
Personal development plans and their review (Section 6)
Continuing professional development (Section 7)
Quality improvement activity (Section 8)
Significant events (Section 9)
Feedback from colleagues and patients (Section 10)
Review of complaints and procedures (Section 11)
Achievements, challenges and aspirations (Section 12)
Additional information (Section 14)
The summaries below should be recorded in accordance with the four domains of Good Medical Practice. The doctor should have reflected on these already in Section 16. The appraiser should be aware of the attributes within each of the domains and ensure that this, and future appraisals, are in accordance with Good Medical Practice. Include actions to be taken by the doctor.
Context and general summary
The general summary should cover key elements of the wider appraisal discussion, particularly those arising from the information shared in Section 12 regarding achievements, challenges and aspirations.
Domain 1: Knowledge, skills and performance
Domain 1. Knowledge, skills and performance - has three attributes
1.1 Maintain your professional performance
1.2 Apply knowledge and experience to practice
1.3 Ensure that all documentation (including clinical records) formally recording your work is clear, accurate and legible
Domain 2: Safety and quality
Domain 2. Safety and quality - has three attributes
2.1 Contribute to and comply with systems to protect patients
2.2 Respond to risks to safety
2.3 Protect patients and colleagues from any risk posed by your health
Domain 3: Communication, partnership and teamwork
Domain 3. Communication, partnership and teamwork - has three attributes
3.1 Communicate effectively
3.2 Work constructively with colleagues and delegate effectively
3.3 Establish and maintain partnerships with patients
Domain 4: Maintaining trust
Domain 4. Maintaining trust - has three attributes
4.1 Show respect for patients
4.2 Treat patients and colleagues fairly and without discrimination
4.3 Act with honesty and integrity
We confirm that the information presented within this submission is an accurate record of the documentation provided by the doctor and used in the appraisal process, and of the doctor’s position with regard to development in the course of the past year, current development needs, and constraints.
Section - of -
Appraisal outputs
Info text here
Statements to the RO
This is the final output of the appraisal process. The appraiser is now expected to complete the following two pages with the doctor's input.
The appraiser makes the following statements to the responsible officer:
1.         * An appraisal has taken place that reflects the whole of the doctor’s scope of work and addresses the
         principles and values set out in Good Medical Practice.
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
2.         * Appropriate supporting information has been presented in accordance with the Good Medical Practice
         Framework for appraisal and revalidation and this reflects the nature and scope of the doctor’s work.
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
3.         * A review that demonstrates progress against last year’s personal development plan has taken place.
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
4.         * An agreement has been reached with the doctor about a new personal development plan and any associated
         actions for the coming year.
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
5.         * No information has been presented or discussed in the appraisal that raises a concern about the doctor’s
         fitness to practise.
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
Are any copies of the patient, familiar, or carers feedback reports available?
The appraiser should record any comments that will assist the responsible officer to understand the reasons for the statements that have been made.
The appraiser should record any other issues that the responsible officer should be aware of that may be relevant to the revalidation recommendation.
The doctor may use this space to respond to the above comments made by the appraiser. The responsible officer will review comments made in this space.
Both the doctor and the appraiser are asked to read the following statements and sign below to confirm their acceptance:"I confirm that the information presented within this submission is an accurate record of the documentation provided and used in the appraisal.""I understand that I must protect patients from risk of harm posed by another colleague’s conduct, performance or health. The safety of patients must come first at all times. If I have concerns that a colleague may not be fit to practise, I am aware that I must take appropriate steps without delay, so that the concerns are investigated and patients protected where necessary."
* Full name of doctor accepting the declaration above:
* Full name of appraiser accepting the declaration above:
Full name of second appraiser accepting the declaration above:
Section - of -
Completion - save, lockdown and print
Info text here
This final section gives you a number of options to save, lockdown and print your form, or to print out particular sections of the form that may be useful to you.
Once this document is completed and ready for submission, the appraiser should save a final version (last minute changes can still be made at this point).
Please click here to perform a final save of this form:
This next step cannot be reversed, so please ensure that all of the information that both parties wish to be documented has been included and that an editable version has been safely stored for future reference.
The appraiser should then lock the form to send a ‘read only’ version that cannot be edited to the responsible officer.
Do not email the form onwards using the Adobe Reader menu bar: ‘File’, ‘Send File…’, nor the ‘Send file as email attachment’ icon. This will result in a warning message and the form will not transfer as an attachment into your email application. You should instead save and close the form, open your email application and attach the form directly from where it is filed. 
You will not be able to lockdown the form until all mandatory fields have been completed.
An error box will list any that you have missed. 
Mandatory fields can be found in Section 3 Personal details, Section 17 Appraisal checklist and Section 20 Appraisal outputs.  
You should also check that the (non-mandatory) declaration(s) in:
> Section 13 Probity and health statements have been ticked, or if not, that explanation has been given as to why not.
Additionally, you should check that in Section 9 Significant events and Section 11 Review of complaints and compliments, that either ‘I have not’ or ‘I have’ options have been selected.
Please click here to perform lockdown of this completed form:
Once the form has been locked down, you may use the following options to print the respective information for your own use or to provide to others as appropriate eg other employers, if you prefer not to show them all your information. If you have installed/available a basic pdf writing software on your computer, you can also save these print views as well as print them out.
Print options via this section are only available once the form has been locked down. 
To save these options as separate documents you will require a basic pdf converter/writing software (e.g. CutePDF Writer) to be available/installed on your computer, via your printer settings/options. Click the appropriate print button below and select the pdf converter/writer as the printer option, then print. You can then choose where to save the document.
Remember to print in landscape orientation.
Print whole form
Print Sections 3 Personal details & 4 Scope of work:
Print Section 18 The agreed personal development plan:
Print Appraisal Outputs Report – Sections:
         •         3 Personal details
         •         4 Scope of work
         •         18 The agreed personal development plan
         •         19 Summary of the appraisal discussion; and 20 Appraisal outputs
Digital Signature
A digital signature must be provided
Digital signature
* Digital signature
When you are satisfied that you have completed the form correctly, save it and continue with the application 
process. If the online application screen is no longer available in your browser,  
 to resume.
OFFICE USE ONLY
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